churn Summer 2021 Newsletter
curated by our employees to keep YOU in the loop

HOT SUMMER PRODUCT
BUBBLE TEA!
NO NEED TO GET HEATED;
IT'S TIME TO GET CHILLED OUT

For the first time in churn history we are presenting
our special bubble tea recipe. Churn is here to
grant your wishes, We have gotten an overwhelming
amount of requests over the last few summers and it
is finally here!
If you love a drink that not only has an exquisite
taste, but an intriguing texture as well; our Bubble
Tea is for you! The gourmet drink is filled with fun
fruity popping pearls leaving your tastebuds
wanting more every time..... Plus they are kind of
fun to pop in your mouth, so this drink will even
keep you entertained.
We have curated flavored tea mixes to bring our
specialty picked Bobba balls to life. On to our
Bobba menu lineup we have Pomegranate,
Strawberry, Blueberry, Mango, Green Apple, and
Orange. If that doesn't sound good on a hot summer
day we don't know what does.
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EXCITEMENT

AHEAD

COMING FOR CARSON!
ANNOUNCING CHURN 4
SOUTHSIDE
BOOM! Coming in the summer of 2021, Churn 4 in the
SouthSide baby! Our homemade coffee and ice cream shop
is an unforgettable stop full of yumminess and smiles all
around. Churn will bring a unique experience to the city
with flavors people never think could be ice cream or just
flavors you never thought could be so good. From cake
batter cookie dough to peanut butter brownie; we have it
all, and we are always open to suggestions.
Churn will bring a new experience to the Southside, being
that it’s the first location in the city. The 2,200 sq. ft. space
Written by: Ella Fulford
gives us the opportunity to expand our business outside of
Summer is coming and you know what that
the suburbs of the North Hills. We will finally be able to
means…Churn’s summer menu. We have some
reach our south Pittsburgh Churnians, and that is
exciting new ice creams flavors and drink options
important to us. We appreciate all the support; without
this summer. As the weather starts to warm up,
you guys we wouldn't have made it this far.
Churn is the perfect place for you to stop by to get
This unique location comes with a new vibe because Churn
a tasty treat to cool you off or for some caffeine
always strives to be an aesthetically pleasing brand. This
to keep you going through the day.
corner piece will be pink and black, filled with light,
If you’re not a coffee fan but looking for some
chandeliers, sparkle, shine; we are bringing modern glitz
caffeine, our new Red Bull Rush drinks are for
vibes to 2000 East Carson St. We hope you are ready
you. Aloha Red Bull Rush, Peach Mango Red Bull
SouthSide, because we are!
Rush, and Strawberry Peach Red Bull Rush are
It will be awesome. Did I mention we have a wall that
three of the flavors you can choose from.
opens up to the outside so you can enjoy outdoor seating…it
If you’re just looking for a refreshing drink, try
will really make the churn experience feel brand new!
one of our new refreshers. These drinks consist of
Come check it out. Stay up to date on South Side's new
half
tea, half lemonade, and the flavoring of your
Facebook page @churninsouthside.
choice. Some featured flavors are Coconut
Written by: Selena Slavicek
Refresher, Mango Refresher, Blueberry Honey
Refresher, Violet Refresher, and many more.
If you’re a lemonade fan, try our frozen
lemonades. You can get it plain or with the
flavoring of your choice, a Strawberry Frozen
Lemonade, Raspberry Frozen Lemonade,
Lavender Frozen Lemonade, and many more
options.
If you’re looking for something new and exciting,
try our new Tie-Dye Frozen Lemonade. Pick your
flavor of frozen lemonade and your colors for the
tie-dye and watch the magic happen.

OUR SWEET SWEET
SUMMER TIME MENU IS
HERE
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SMALL BUSINESS.... WHO DIS?
MYSTIQUE MOON
Written by: Carleigh Ziencik

We have catered everything from
graduation/birthday parties, weddings,
baby showers, and even business
Mystique Moon, a brick and mortar antique store located on
meetings. Bring a taste of Churn to
140 S Main St in Butler, PA, began its humble roots in 2017
your next event. Word on the street is... as a store for artisans to share a space for their works and
provide a space to showcase all of the unique local talents.
it isn't a celebration without our
Although the couple had no real background in the antique
yummy ice cream on the guest list!
Email us at churncatering@gmail.com. business, the Schoors' personal passion for their hobby took
off with their project consistently growing over the past
several years.
Now boasting over 49 local artisans that are now calling
Mystique Moon their home, this quirky and intimate store on
Main Street is beginning to grow their community. Owner
Patty Schorr described how difficult it is for artisans to reach
consumers with obstacles such as shipping and fees. By
providing a creative space to sell their works, she hopes to
support the local arts scene, especially through the current
COVID-19 pandemic.
Even through this year of chaos and uncertainty for local
businesses in the Butler area, Patty said the continuous
support of the community and supporters has "made us
extremely lucky."
Patty and Kevin Schorr, recently announced that they would
be expanding their location. Instead of relocating to a
completely different area, Mystique Moon is beginning the
next step in enhancing its presence in the Butler community
by creating even more space for local artisans in the store
previously known as Fudoli's Music.
Finally, for those out there looking to turn their passion into
a reality, the Schoors give their take on establishing a small
business by "following that dream" and "know that anything
is possible as long as you just keep pushing through all of the
obstacles that stand in your way."

NEED A PARTY
CATERED? WE
GOT YOU
COVERED

Contact Number: 724-256-9050
Facebook: Mystique Moon Antiques & Artisans,
@barnartisanantiques
Instagram: @mystiquemoonantiques

KNOW AN
AWESOME
BUSINESSWE
SHOULD KNOW?
GET IN TOUCH!
CHURNGETSME@
GMAIL.COM
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EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHT
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
CHURNGETSME.COM NOW

HOTTEST DRINKS
OF THE SEASON
ARE THE
COLD ONES!

Bailey is the assistant manager at our
Gibsonia location and has worked for Churn for
over 3 years! She enjoys meeting all of the
customers and training new employees! She
absolutely loves the cookie butter sprinkle ice
cream! She has two siblings and two dogs who
love Churn just as much as this girl.... (which is
a lot).
She's one of our biggest cheerleaders. She
recently made her first big purchase of a car!
Her favorite part of working at Churn is the
friendships that she has made throughout her
time with both customers and employees. In the
future Bailey hopes to use her business degree
to further her work at Churn. She hopes to one
day own a Churn of her own!

CHECK US OUT ON
SOCIAL MEDIA!

Instagram:
@churn__homemade
Tik Tok:
@churn_homemade
Snapchat:
@churn_homemade
Facebook:
Churn Gibsonia
Churn in Cranberry
Churn Hart's Run
Road
Churn in South Side

RECIPE ALERT!
Aloha Red Bull Rush
(medium 16oz.)

16 oz of Red Bull
add ice
1 squirt of coconut torani
1 squirt of pineapple toran
2 squirts of red raspberry
torani
Shake!

